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Stress During the Pandemic
What a year we've had! It's been
almost 9 months since the Pandemic was called ~ and winter came on
with a powerful blizzard, shutting
down most of the province!
2020 has been a difficult year;
living through these uncertain and
distressing times has caused some
level of worry for all of us. Many
people face financial challenges or
loss of employment, and some people feel isolated and lonely in these
unpredictable times, all of which
can increase anxiety. Trying to
keep yourself healthy, mentally
and physically, can be somewhat
of a challenge.
Premier Scott Moe say, “Just as
people should be caring for their
physical health during this pandemic, it’s important to pay attention to our mental health, too.
Whether you’re coping with the

loneliness of self-isolation, conIn a crisis situation, remember to
cerned about the health of your
get immediate help by calling 911.
(mentalhealthcommission.ca; camh.ca)
loved ones or worried about what
the future may hold, there are mental health supports available to help
you through this difficult time.” To
learn more about mental health
supports and COVID-19, visit:
www.saskatchewan.ca/COVID19.
Mental health issues related to
the lockdown and pandemic are
especially hard for people with depression and other mental health
conditions. They may be particularly vulnerable and their fear and
worry can be overwhelming. The
relapse and overdose rate of drug
use has increased by an alarming
30% since March 2020.
The Canadian Mental Health
Association’s 24-hour Suicide
Prevention Hotline is: 1-833.4564566 or text 45645.

Some of the Riskiest Places
Dr. Anthony Fauci says that the three riskiest places
to go during the Pandemic are restaurants, bars and
gyms. According to the Centre for Disease Control &
Prevention, those who tested positive for COVID-19
were twice as likely to have been to a restaurant, as
compared to those who had negative results.
Healthline Media (healthline.com) says places such
as bars, theatres, concert halls, and churches, where

people congregate closely, are high risk for coronavirus spread. They say pools and beaches can also be
high risk due to the lack of physical distancing. Transportation, whether it’s subways, buses, trains, or airplanes, is another venue where it’s hard to maintain
physical distancing and you’re also likely to have prolonged exposure to other people, making it especially
high risk. While the outdoors is generally safer than
indoors, thanks to nature’s natural ventilation, big
crowds such as those at a wedding or large party still
pose a serious risk.
Healthline say, “the less time we are in the same
place with an infected individual, the better.” A quick
trip to a grocery store is far less risky than sitting
through a two-hour movie or working all day in a
busy office.
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Scammers are taking advantage of the Pandemic with fraudulent emails
and phone calls trying to trick you into revealing your personal information or clicking on malicious links. The calls and emails may look
and sound authentic. Some email scams may even include logos or
branding for the World Health Organization or other government or
public health agencies.
Some scammers are calling with requests for donations, offering
fraudulent laboratory testing, or with claims to prevent, treat or cure
COVID-19. Selling unauthorized health products like drugs, medical
devices and natural health products or making false or misleading
claims to prevent, treat or cure COVID-19, is illegal in Canada. Some
scammers are saying you’ve been in contact with someone that tested
positive and it’s necessary for you to get a test. They then proceed to
request money or credit card information.
The Canadian Bankers Association’s website (cba.ca) has information on how to spot a scam and the simple steps you can take to avoid
becoming a victim. The Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre’s website
(antifraudcentre-centreantifraude.ca) has a comprehensive list of
COVID-19 scams.
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PayDay Loans & COVID-19
“The annual percentage rate of a payday loan … is approximately 391% to 521%”

by Marc Rousseau

With the financial stability of many homes shaken
in 2020, due to the ongoing nature of the COVID-19
Pandemic, many families have had to find ways to
pay for necessities using methods they've never considered before. Some may find themselves tempted
by the seemingly quick-fix solution of a payday loan
to address the need for money. Unfortunately, these
loans are rarely a fix and can often exacerbate the
very issues they were taken out to solve.
By design, payday loan companies prey on some
of the most vulnerable in society, including singleparents, recent immigrants, Indigenous people, and
young families. Typically, they attract people who do
not have access to more reliable resources, such as
taking a personal loan from a bank or borrowing
money from a family member. These same financially-vulnerable people usually have little-to-nothing in
savings, are uncertain of alternative options available
to them, and may feel pushed to rely on payday loan
lenders.
So … what is the problem with payday loans that
makes them so risky and dangerous? Mainly, the ex-

orbitant interest rates and fees. The details of these
rates and fees are never as loudly advertised as the
ease of access to quick money is, but therein lies the
danger. Many Canadians who take out payday loans
find themselves quickly buried in more debt than they
began with. What’s worse is that some people find
themselves taking out additional payday loans to pay
off the original loan, and become stuck in a payday
loan cycle. But this time you’re paying high-interest
rates on the original loan amount, plus the interest
portion on the original loan. As such, the amount you
need to borrow can incrementally increase, trapping
you in a financial hole that you may not be able to get
out of without outside intervention.
Loans Canada says, “it’s easy for a situation to
spiral out of control … a mere 300 dollar loan can
turn into thousand dollars of debt that can take years
to pay off. In fact, the Annual Percentage Rate of a
payday loan, with a fee of $15 to $20 per $100 borrowed, is approximately 391% to 521%.”
With COVID-19 shocking the financial system
and stability of many, it can seem tempting, or even
necessary, to jump into a payday loan to solve money
troubles ~ but it’s worth considering that this probably isn’t the best answer for most people. Consumers
can safeguard themselves in advance by budgeting
and creating a savings fund, but for those who find
themselves without this safeguard, it would be best to
investigate other options for borrowing money before
falling into a payday loan. Loans Canada’s website
(loanscanada.ca) has a lot of detailed information on
payday loans. They explain why payday loans can be
harmful, they list payday loan alternatives, they talk
about how credit counselling can help consumers
adopt healthy financial habits, and they explain how
to get out of a financial emergency.

In the event of an emergency caused by extreme weather or a manmade event, whether it’s citywide or area specific, NotifyNow will contact you with important information on what to do, where to go, and
what to expect. You will receive either a voice message to your home, work or cell phone, an email, or a text
message depending on your preference. To receive notifications, you must have some form of contact information entered into their database. Sign up at: saskatoon.ca/content/notifynow or regina.ca/residents/
notifynow/. If you don’t sign up, you may still be contacted if you have a publicly-available phone number.
Disaster can strike with little to no notice, so the best way to be ready for any emergency is to have a plan.
Public Safety Canada offers valuable information on being prepared at: www.getprepared.gc.ca.
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Bits & Pieces
Top 5 Companies Polluting
Canada With Plastic Waste.
Big companies like Nestlé, Tim Hortons, Starbucks,
McDonald’s and Coca-Cola, are talking a lot of
“green” talk and spreading their message through social media, yet still trashing the planet with single-use
plastics. Greenpeace says, “take action now by writing directly to the top 5 corporations found polluting
Canada with plastic. Demand that Nestlé, Tim Hortons, Starbucks, McDonald’s and Coca-Cola ditch single-use packaging and tell them to join the Reuse Revolution!” (greenpeace.com)

Cows Painted Like Zebras
Had 50% Fewer Fly Bites.
Scientists think that the function of zebras’ stripes is
to deter insects, so a team of researchers in Japan
painted black and white stripes on cows. They found
that it reduced the number of biting flies landing on
the cows by more than 50%. Flies stop cattle from
grazing, feeding and sleeping, and can cause serious
stress and injury; worldwide, they are the most damaging pests to cattle. Scientists think this striped pattern confuses the flies motion detection and deters
them. Painting stripes on cattle is a world-first and
could become an environmentally-friendly alternative
to pesticides. (theguardian.com)

Black Blade Reduced Bird Deaths.
Scientists in Norway found that if they painted one of
the blades on a wind turbine black, it reduced avian
deaths by 72%. It is thought that birds see the rotating
white blades as a motion smear - the blur effect humans see when waving a hand quickly in front of their
eyes - and that possibly birds don’t perceive this blur
as a moving object. The hope is that this design will
reduce motion smear, making the blades more visible
to the birds as objects, so they’ll avoid them. One of
the senior researchers said that the findings were encouraging but further testing at different wind farms
was needed in order to make the findings more robust.

BITS & P

The Reverse Advent Calendar is a
great way to give back this year! It involves putting
something in rather than taking something out. Each
day add an item to a special box and on Christmas
Eve donate the contents to a food bank, a needy family or a homeless person.

Dangerous Driving Habits.
Canada’s Safe Driving Report 2020 says 63% of Canadian adults admitted to dangerous driving. Eating
(49%), speeding (33%), forgetting to signal (21%),
driving while tired (21%) and smoking (15%), were
the top five dangerous driving habits. Texting while
driving came in at 14%, and 11% reported talking on
the phone without using Bluetooth. A shocking number of Canadians also admitted to running a red light
(9%), driving with their knees (4%), driving under the
influence of drugs (2%) and letting the passenger take
the wheel (2%).
Saskatchewan had the most dangerous drivers with
9 out of 10 people (88%) admitting to dangerous driving. They are most likely to eat behind the wheel,
drive with their knees, drive under the influence of
drugs, drive the wrong way down a one-way street,
ding a car without stopping, run a red light, forget to
signal, and micro sleep (very brief moments of sleep,
usually lasting a second or two but sometimes occurring for up to 30 seconds). (finder.com)

Uses for Coffee Grounds.
Sprinkle a spoonful of used grounds over the soil of a
potted plant once a week for a high nitrogen, effective, chemical-free fertilizer. Keep bugs out of your
kitchen by placing a pinch of coffee grounds in the
corners of your cabinets. Place a small dish of used
grounds where you don’t want cats to go, like under
the Christmas tree or near your potted plants, as they
can’t stand the smell.

Potatoes & Onions make wonderful meals

when combined together, but when stored together it
accelerates how fast they spoil because of the gas they
Phones Charge Much Faster if you put release, so be sure to store them separately in a cool,
dark, dry place. To keep potatoes from budding, place
them in airplane mode. This prevents them from being
an apple in the bag with the potatoes.
active while charging and gets you powered up in no
time.
(bbc.com)
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Bits & Pieces

World Food Program
Wins 2020 Nobel Peace Prize.
Hunger is still a major problem globally and the pandemic has only added to the challenges. The Nobel
Peace Prize 2020 was awarded to the United Nations
World Food Programme (WFP) “for its efforts to
combat hunger, for its contribution to bettering conditions for peace in conflict-affected areas and for
acting as a driving force in efforts to prevent the use
of hunger as a weapon of war and conflict.” WFP
said it helps some 97 million people in about 88
countries, each year, and that one in nine people
worldwide still do not have enough to eat. They said
the prize was a clarion call “to our donors around the
world” and “to the billionaires who are making billions off COVID. With all the wealth in the world
today no one should go to bed hungry, much less
starve to death.” (nobelprize.org; cbc.ca)

Snow Washing.
Snow washing refers to hiding illegitimate financial
transactions often for purposes of tax evasion in
Canada. The term is an amalgam of the words snow
meaning purity as well as the cold Canadian climate,
and washing referring to money laundering.

… Did You Know …
About Us …
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Does It Make Sense … to cut down 50
million trees and use 33 billion gallons of water to
produce the amount of disposable coffee cups used
in North America every year, when each cup is
trashed in about 15 minutes, when you can just bring
your own mug and avoid all that waste in the first
place?

Does It Make Sense … that our society
has reached a point where the effort necessary to extract oil from the ground, ship it to a refinery, turn it
into plastic, shape it appropriately, truck it to a store,
buy it, bring it home, use it, and then throw it out - is
considered to be less effort than what it takes to just
wash your spoon when you’re done with it?

Does It Make Sense … that someday we
shall look back on this dark era of agriculture and
wonder how we could ever have believed that it was
a good idea to grow our food with poisons?

Our fingernails grow about three inches a year.
The hair on our head grows about 25 feet in an
average lifetime.
We spends about 26 years in bed and 3 years on
the toilet.
We’re born with around 300 bones but since
many fuse together over the years, as adults we
have only 206 bones.
Along with the five traditional senses of sound,
sight, touch, smell and taste, we have 15 “other
senses.” These include balance, temperature, pain
and time, as well as internal senses for suffocation, thirst, and fullness.
Our body produces 25 million new cells each second.
A sneeze travels out of your mouth at over 100
mph - so cover it up!
Humans share 50% of their DNA with bananas.
Calories are tiny creatures who live in your closet
and sew your clothes a little bit tighter every
night.
If you really look like your passport photo,
you’re probably not well enough to travel.

Odds & Sods …
•

•
•

•

•

•

The difference between one million and one billion is probably greater than you think. One million seconds is about 11 days. One billion seconds is about 31.5 years.
80% of the time, the close door button on elevators doesn’t do anything.
Eye of Newt, an ingredient often mentioned as
part of a witches brew, is just another name for
mustard seed.
If a banana is spotted brown with a green stalk, it
has been chemically ripened. If the stalk is black,
the banana has been naturally ripened.
When you’re done reading the newspaper, crumple it up and stick it in your shoes or boots. It absorbs moisture and acts as a natural deodorizer.
If you multiply 111,111,111 by 111,111,111 you
get 12,345,678,987,654,321.
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Garlic

History.
For over 5,000 years garlic has
been used as food, medicine, aphrodisiac, money, and magic potion.
It warded off the evil eye, was
hung over doors to protect medieval occupants, gave strength and
courage to Greek warriors, protected maidens and pregnant ladies
from evil nymphs, and was rubbed
on door frames to keep out blood
thirsty vampires.
European medicinal texts cite
garlic as the cure for many ailments, including impotence, scorpion bites, heart disease, lack of
energy, and the black plague.

duce the risk for several kinds of
cancer. Another study found garlic
may help protect against bacterial,
viral and parasitic infections, along
with boosting the immune system,
helping reduce the risk for tumour
growth, and fighting against free
radicals with anti-inflammatory
and antioxidant properties. Fresh
garlic also has important cardioprotective properties that may help
lower total cholesterol levels.

Nutrients.
This nutritious bulb is low in calories and rich in vitamin C, vitamin
B6 and manganese and other nutrients including calcium, selenium
and phosphorus. You can buy garlic flakes, powder or paste, but if
you truly want to experience this
herb's flavour and nutritional benefits, fresh garlic is your top pick.

Garlic is a superstar ingredient that
gives a nutritional punch and adds
wonderful flavour to many recipes.
Its pungent spice makes it welcome
in anything from garlic bread to stir
-fries. Raw garlic is much sharper
in flavour than when it is cooked.
Garlic is a member of the onion
family, and the way that you slice
it makes a difference in its flavour
profile. Whole cloves are mellower
than sliced cloves, and when
minced, it has an even stronger flavour. Just be sure to use it soon
after you slice it because after it’s
cut, its flavour starts to deteriorate.
With this much flavour and so
many health benefits, adding garlic
to your dishes is a wonderful way
to enjoy this nutritious bulb.
(mercola.com; greyduckgarlic.com;
healthline.com; chatelaine.com)

Powerhouse
in the Kitchen.

Look for bulbs that are plump, not
soft and shriveled and make sure
Studies Done.
they don't have broken skin, molds
Garlic has long been acknowledged or sprouts. Fresh garlic is best
as a healthy food by proponents of stored in an uncovered or loosely
both natural and conventional med- covered container and kept in a
icine. According to a study pubcool, dark place, but not in the relished in the Environmental Health frigerator.
Perspectives, garlic may help re-

Caffeine Content
An estimated 80% of the world’s population enjoys a caffeinated product daily. Up to 400 milligrams of caffeine a day is considered safe for most adults. However, people's sensitivity to caffeine varies. If you're bothered by headaches, restlessness or anxiety, you may want to reevaluate your caffeine intake . Caffeine content
varies greatly depending on the type and preparation. With that in mind, this is the average milligrams of caffeine in some popular drinks. Tea & coffee figures are based on 8 ounces; pop & energy drinks on 12 ounces.
Coffee 95
Coffee, decaf 3
Black Tea 50
Green Tea 30
White Tea 15
Hot Cocoa 14

Red Bull 100
Jolt 70
Pepsi One 55
Coca-Cola Classic 35
A&W Root Beer 0
7-Up 0
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Boost Your Car’s Fuel Efficiency
Maintain your vehicle according to manufacturer
specifications and pay particular attention to tires,
which should be kept inflated to maximum recommended pressure.

the engine. In winter, don't idle a cold engine for
more than 30 seconds before driving away. (Older
vehicles may need more idling time).

Think aerodynamic & lightweight. Out on the

octane fuels aren't necessarily the best choice as
many cars are designed to use regular low-octane
fuel. Check your owner's manual.

highway, keep windows rolled up to reduce drag and
remove bicycle and ski racks when not in use. Remove unnecessary items from inside the vehicle as
extra weight increases your fuel bill.

Following the speed limit can increase your fuel

Cut down or stop using a remote car starter.

Choose best fuel for your car. Premium, high-

economy significantly.

Avoid aggressive driving. Jack-rabbit starts and
hard braking can increase fuel consumption by as
much as 40%. Accelerate slowly and smoothly.

The best way to warm up the engine is to drive the
vehicle. Use a block heater when temperature drops
below -15°C. Use a timer to switch on the block heater one or two hours before you plan to drive.

Tighten your gas cap. If you don't tighten up the
gas cap to the second click, gas can evaporate. Loose,
missing or damaged gas caps cause 147 million gallons of gas to evaporate every year.

If you're in the market for a new car, purchase
the most fuel-efficient model that meets your needs.
Look for the EnerGuide label on all new vehicles as it
provides the vehicle's fuel consumption rating and
estimated annual fuel costs.

Use alternatives when you can - walk, cycle or
use public transit. It's good for your health and the

Avoid idling as it wastes fuel, gets you nowhere and environment. Approximately 50% of car use is for
produces unnecessary greenhouse gases. If stopped
for more than 10 seconds, except in traffic, turn off

trips within 3 miles of the home.
(consumerreports.org; eartheasy.com; CAA Magazine)

Flush Only the Three Ps
Toilets are not garbage cans. Only three Ps are OK to
flush down the toilet ~ Pee, Poo and toilet Paper.
Flushing anything else clogs the sewer systems as
most things don’t break down and end up getting
caught and causing blockages.
Unfortunately our handy-wipe culture is underinformed about the serious consequences of using the
toilet as a disposal system. Wastewater Treatment
Plants are choked with the daily onslaught of personal
wipes, paper towels, tampons, condoms, dental floss,
hair, pet litter, syringes, plastic gloves and even toothbrushes that are casually flushed into the sewer systems. These disastrous habits cause expensive repairs,
basement flooding and raw sewage discharges into

local waterways. Just because a manufacturer labels
its product flushable does not make it so. Biodegradable, eco-friendly and natural are insufficient qualifiers for flushing. Those products go in the garbage.
Medications should NEVER be flushed. Trace
amounts of drugs can end up in our water supply and
in rivers, lakes and oceans. That means potentially
into the food chain, and ultimately into you and me.
Not only humans can be affected, but everything else
that comes in contact with these toxins (fish, animals,
birds, insects, etc.). Return unused medications to a
pharmacy for safe disposal.
Again … human waste, toilet paper and water are
the ONLY things you should flush down any toilet.
(yourwatermatters.com; ccmua.org/)
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Text Neck
The very best thing you can do to avoid Text Neck is
to raise your wireless device to eye level so your head is not tilted down.
Apart from neck pain, it can also cause shoulder
pain, upper back pain, headaches, muscle and nerve
damage, increased thoracic kyphosis, disc herniation,
early onset arthritis, spinal degeneration, disc compression, loss of lung capacity, gastrointestinal problems, and numbness and tingling down the arms.
If you experience persistent discomfort, going to a
massage therapist or chiropractor can help address the
structural issues that text neck creates over time. But,
if the situation is more serious, and you have prolonged pain, you should seek professional help from a
certified spine specialist.
Text Neck is the term used to describe neck pain and How to Prevent Text Neck
damage sustained from looking down at your wireless • Hold phone at eye level so the head doesn’t have to
be tilted down.
devices too frequently and for too long. It is a grow• Take frequent breaks. Even if it’s just for a miing concern and especially dangerous for children benute, stand up and start walking around to get your
cause of their greater propensity to mobile phone usblood circulating and position your neck differently.
age.
• Learn proper neck alignment and posture. If
Text Neck compresses and tightens the muscles,
you’re standing correctly, you can draw a vertical
tendons, and ligament structures in front of the neck
line going from your ear down to your shoulder.
while lengthening the muscles, tendons, and ligament
• Arch and stretch the
structures behind the neck. The human head weighs
neck and upper back
10 pounds. For every inch your head is tilted forward,
backward, periodically
the weight your neck has to carry doubles. Overtime,
to ease muscle pain.
that extra strain adds up. 30 pounds of force is exerted
• Reduce screen time.
upon your neck and spine if your head is titled for(sources: textneck.com;
ward only 15 degrees. The force increases to 40
physio-pedia.com;
pounds of pressure if head is flexed forward 30 despine-health.com)
grees. 60 pounds of pressure is forced upon your spine
when you’re bending your head down 60 degrees.

Pareidolia in Everyday Objects
Have you ever seen a face in your coffee cup or the man in the moon? Maybe you’ve seen the proverbial bunny in a patch of clouds, or a clown’s face in a mud splatter on the side of your car? You’re not crazy! It’s
called pareidolia - a psychological phenomenon of seeing images in everyday objects. The ability to experience pareidolia is more developed in some people and less in others.

